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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Project motivation 

Land use (population and employment) distribution forecasts are a critical input to the Strategic 
Transport Evaluation Model (STEM) and the Road Operations Model (ROM24). STEM and 
ROM24 are used respectively by the Department of Transport (DoT) and Main Roads Western 
Australia (MRWA) to guide billions of dollars in land use and transport infrastructure decision-
making.   

The overall aim of this project was to improve household and business land use activity inputs to 
transport modelling provided by a strategic land use model. The particular focus has been placed 
on the proprietary software CUBE Land being implemented for Perth and Peel by the Department 
of Planning, Lands and Heritage (DPLH) with support from the Western Australian Planning 
Commission (WAPC), DoT and MRWA.    

Taking a long-term viewpoint, a strategic land use model affords an analytic connection between 
land-use and transport modelling linked by accessibility. In this way, a feedback loop to model 
transport projects’ impacts on land use intensification can be implemented. This project provided 
an advanced and customised understanding of the econometrics underpinning the CUBE Land 
model with the aim to improve the quality and context-specific applicability of the land-use model 
outputs as inputs to the strategic transport models, STEM and ROM24. 

Major transport infrastructure has the potential to significantly influence land use development, 
with increased development likely along its corridors. The land use (population and employment) 
inputs into the STEM/ROM24 models are currently produced at the small area level using a rule-
based approach, Metropolitan Land Use Forecasting System (MLUFS). This approach does not 
explicitly take accessibility into account and limits the analysis of transport infrastructure programs 
and their impact on land-use intensification. An improved behaviour-based strategic land-use 
model to predict the potential impacts of major transport infrastructure on land-use development 
patterns was identified as a modelling imperative for Western Australia’s planning and transport 
agencies (Taplin et al., 2014). CUBE Land was selected because it is behaviourally sound and 
specifically addresses the land-use and transport interaction. 

PATREC was enlisted to review the midway implementation of CUBE Land at the Department of 
Planning, Lands and Heritage (DPLH) with the purpose of assisting the modelling team in 
deepening their theoretical understanding and to evaluate the major implementation issues of the 
software to meet the strategic goals for transport and land-use modelling functions within the 
agencies. 

In order to meet ongoing internal and external demands, the DPLH has also been developing new 
land use projections for Perth and Peel under the Dwelling and Employment Distribution System, 
DaEDS, while undertaking the CUBE Land implementation work in parallel.  Although DaEDS also 
utilises a rule-based approach, in future, the results from the two sources of projections may 
complement each other and be used for cross-validations. 

Project Objectives 

The project objectives were to: 

• Provide an enhanced ‘under the hood’ understanding of advanced econometrics as 
applied in practice in spatial econometric land use models with particular emphasis on 
CUBE Land as applied in Perth and Peel, WA; and 
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• Capture and share the learning from a review of the application and use of the bid-rent 
model structure and parameter estimation elsewhere in the world, in order to provide 
recommendations for enhancing the implementation of the Perth and Peel CUBE Land 
model, given available data and software limitations. 

The project comprised two parts: 

• Delivering an advanced econometric training course (Milestones 1 and 2); and 

• Conducting a best practice international review of the bid-rent model (Milestone 3). 

A technical report on the training component was completed on 19 February 2021 and the 
current report is the deliverable for the best practice review. Following on from the training 
program in econometrics and spatial statistics run in November 2020, the PATREC team 
worked with Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage (DPLH) colleagues in examining 
and testing new models used in CUBE Land that apply different segmentations, use different 
assumptions/models/parameters, and/or account for spatial effects. This co-creating 
approach was adopted to jointly identify areas for improvement in the local application and 
set-up of CUBE Land. The approach aimed to provide practical guidance, with testing, on 
changes to enhance parameter estimates, convergence, or other processes in the CUBE Land 
modelling platform. The guidance was further informed through a best practice review and 
survey of current users of CUBE Land undertaken at the beginning of 2021.  

This report includes findings from all these three related activities: review of academic and 
grey literature, results of the user survey, and findings from the collaborative exploration of the 
CUBE Land model as applied in Perth and Peel, WA. 

Literature review 
Developing land-use models is an arduous process and previous experiences with setting up 
CUBE Land in practice as reported in the literature point to a minimum period of three years and 
up to a decade ‘in the making’ to reach a point of satisfaction and trust in the modelling results. In 
this respect the DPLH team could be considered as a leading organisation, which has undertaken 
a rigorous exploration process of the CUBE Land and progressed substantially in the set-up and 
calibration process. Reasons provided in the literature for the lengthy and challenging set-up 
process include primarily: mismatch between data requirements of the model and the availability 
of land-use, rents, costs, demographics and travel behaviour information of the scale required by 
CUBE Land; availability of specialised skills and requirements for substantial ongoing investment 
in the know-how; and limited resources. 

User survey 
The findings from the literature review were consistent with the findings from the user survey, which 
also showed that the main features valued by users are rigour, accuracy, and validation with real 
data (top three out of 21 features). It is also clear that in most applications, to deal with local 
contexts, additional ‘bespoke’ modules are developed outside of, but feeding into, the basic CUBE 
Land model. Producing meaningful output that can be communicated to wide audiences and 
deliver easily interpreted and transparent assumptions, combined with the possibility of applying 
the models to large areas, as well as to assess response to policies, are paramount in adoption 
and application. 

‘Under the hood’ collaborative exploration 
A joint PATREC-DPLH investigation into CUBE Land major features and limitations was 
undertaken. Through a series of collaborative working sessions, the specific challenges were 
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identified in applying the model, with practical solutions and ‘work-arounds’ tested. The continuous 
exploration of the CUBE Land features and testing of solutions has paved the way for a number of 
innovations and put the DPLH team in a leading position as an agency/organisation that can 
provide in the future well-documented solutions, supported by a robust modelling platform, to 
population and employment changes in a metropolitan area.  

Recommendations 
The expertise accumulated over the past 2-3 years has already led to unique resolutions to 
respond to ‘pain points’, such as the constraints, and generated novel features in CUBE Land, as 
shown by the CUBE Land II recent release. While the original model setup has not been fit for the 
local context situation (e.g., reliance on rents, which are not reflective of the features of the WA 
residential real estate market), the mechanisms underlying the land-use market dynamics are 
sound and this is essential for any decision support system. 

With this is mind, the PATREC team encourages the DPLH to continue the advancement of the 
CUBE Land model for Perth and Peel, acknowledging the progress made at a rapid pace (in 
comparison to applications in other jurisdictions) and the potential for further innovations, 
stemming from the group’s commitment and ability to generate and communicate new knowledge. 
As always, deadlines, asynchronous interactions with the developer, increasing costs and in-kind 
contributions, fear of scepticism or potential negative feedback from other stakeholders or cross-
agencies and risk of unforeseen complications may act as hurdles to embracing CUBE Land as a 
strategic land-use model to assist decision-making. Yet, behavioural models that explain choices 
made by households and businesses, are undoubtedly superior to sketch models, which are 
relying heavily on simplifying assumptions and the models searching only for predictive power. 
Nevertheless, the model does need further calibration and validation in order to generate 
defendable forecasts to feed into STEM and ROM24. We thus support validation through a number 
of processes: sensitivity analysis and scenario development, testing various models with 
alternative/expanded inputs, and cross-validation at the aggregated level with the parallel trend 
model applied by the planning agency.  

Specific recommendations to enhance the performance of CUBE Land, emanating from the 
findings of the literature review, user survey and collaborative exploration and testing of the CUBE 
Land application in Perth and Peel, are provided in the table below. 

Recommended enhancements to CUBE Land for Perth and Peel, WA  
 

Suggestion Details of Change 

Change predictors to Cost 
function 

Raw indicators instead of percentiles or ranking, including quality of 
establishments (e.g., size, quality/prestige), walk score, and 
diversity of land-uses (entropy) 

Replace rent by a more fitting 
real estate valuation and 
change predictors of Rent 

The use of land value as opposed to rent is appropriate; yet, upon 
availability, property values would provide superior capture of the 
willingness-to-pay (WTP) for various housing-location-amenity 
bundle  

New/distinct accessibility metrics by mode and purpose, 
highlighting the local vs city-wide access 

Account for spatial effects 

Adopt a more refined 
household composition 

Income and size are simple to apply; but children, education, car 
access, consumption patterns should also be investigated 

Reduce adjustment factors Improvements above will increase the explanatory power of the 
models, limiting the reliance of large adjustment factors  
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Suggestion Details of Change 

Check outliers Analyse outliers and eliminate if appropriate 

New approach to hard 
constraints 

Cost adjustments, the most problematic, should be applied 
simultaneously for cases where supply is exceeded and where 
there are reserves of capacity  

Estimation of non-residential 
models 

Special use facilities (e.g., airport, major hospitals, museums) 
should be considered exogenously and not in the bid-rent model 

Office, manufacturing, retail, social uses, etc. should be modelled 
separately, accounting for their specific drivers of location, beyond 
the common floorspace, accessibility, congestion 

Including spillover and agglomeration economies in the models is 
recommended 

Sensitivity analysis Check the boundaries of the models when changing parameters 
and assumptions 

Test multiple scenarios (e.g., transport improvements, job changes, 
modifications of the LU zoning and restrictions) for the calibrated 
year, before applying it to forecasted years 2026 to 2050. 

Cross-validation Continue with the current work in Dwelling and Employment 
Distribution System (DaEDS) and cross-validate the CUBE Land 
model. 

Additional connections Inputs into CUBE Land (Regional models) 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Western Australia’s Departments of Planning, Lands and Heritage (DPLH) and Transport (DoT) 
are currently developing/testing modules for the integration of their strategic models in CUBE Land 
and Voyager respectively. While DoT have been running CUBE Voyager for some years, CUBE 
Land is a recent acquisition for DPLH and they are still in the development/establishment phase. 
During this period, DPLH has identified the need for research support in relation to the 
econometrics underpinning CUBE Land’s parameter inputs. Research contributing to providing an 
enhanced understanding of: 1) the econometrics theory underlying the discrete choice model; and 
2) estimating and using the bid function, particularly in relation to CUBE Land, is required to “shed 
light on many issues we have encountered in the setting up of CUBE Land” (Dr Simon Zheng, 
Principal Economic Forecaster, DPLH).  

The focus of this project is on improving the land-use models used for planning. It is crucial that 
the land-use model can estimate behavioural responses through the incorporation of location 
choices made by households and businesses. Land-use models with a strong grounding in real 
estate market economic theory thus currently dominate international best practice. Cube Land is 
based on Martinez1 (1992, 1996) combining bid-rent and discrete choice theory within an applied 
land-use model. Estimation models of household and business demand for properties are iterated 
with developers’ profit maximisation objective to arrive at a land-use forecast. To integrate the 
land-use component with a transport modelling stage, these forecasts underpin a trip (or tour) 
based transport models, particularly at the generation (household location choices) and distribution 
(employment) stages (Martinez, 1996). A feedback loop passes accessibility measures back to the 
land-use models, providing adjusted land rents. The process is expected to lead to an equilibrium 
result after an unspecified (but usually fewer than 10) number of iterations (Bentley Systems, 
2020).  

Prior to DPLH acquisition of land-use software, MUSSA was built into CUBE software system for 
transport analysis and modelling, whereby it has been renamed as CUBE Land. By sharing the 
same platform, direct interaction between CUBE Land and CUBE Voyager (CUBE’s transport 
demand and network performance module) provides the opportunity for integrated transport and 
land-use modelling within an established software platform (Bentley Systems, 2020). Yet, the 
integration between two modules on the same platform was recognised as an advantage, but not 
the only solution.  

Whilst a comprehensive LUTI is promising in theory, practical implementation is challenged by the 
very nature of planning in that land releases and zoning are often uncoordinated or driven by other 
decisions than integrated land-use transport development (e.g., political decisions). Regulators 
may consider market forces, but ultimately land-use planning is under the direction of state and 
local government authorities. These regulations “impose discontinuities in the city space that are 
difficult to handle with models” (Martínez, 2018: 9). Along with the history of planning decisions 
that have shaped Perth to date, the top-down approach to land-use means the system is highly 
constrained and this will be at odds with the application of a market driven equilibrium modelling 
approach. In addition, the model implicitly assumes that the past planning policies are carried 
forward in the business-as-usual case. The consequence is that forecasts should be treated with 
caution and the model’s main contribution is that it produces comparative forecasts for proposed 
policy and infrastructure building scenarios. Policy response to market realisations is not part of 

 
 
1 Initially referred to as MUSSA (Modelo de Uso de Suelos de Santiago), MUSSA II (Martinez, 2016) is the 
modelling framework that has been coded into CUBE Land and CUBE Land II.  
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the model, meaning that these models do not have a built-in behavioural representation for 
government intervention. Market responses to current planning adjustments may be explored 
through simulation, but no policy feedback is incorporated in the model.  

1.2 CUBE Land  
CUBE Land is part of a suite of models developed by Citilabs2, including CUBE Base, CUBE 
Voyager, Cargo, Analyst, Dynasim, Avenue, and Cloud; being fully integrated with Base, Voyager 
and with an ArcGIS support. In October 2019 the suite became part of Bentley and included: CUBE 
Voyager, Avenue, Cargo, Land, Dynasim and Access3. CUBE Land is a software tool aimed to 
describe, simulate, and predict urban real estate markets or land-use systems. When the transport 
system changes, the levels of congestion and accessibility change, impacting the value and 
development of land. Thus, for a user-defined scenario, CUBE Land forecasts the supply, location 
and rents by zone for different types of properties, both residential and commercial. With an 
adequate amount of input data and pre-estimated parameters, it also distributes households and 
non-residential activities for different agent groups. 
 
CUBE Land is advertised to be capable of assisting in informing many planning decisions, 
including: Smart Growth, Infrastructure Financing Studies (e.g., toll), Sustainable Community 
Development, Gentrification Analysis, Long-Term Impact of Accessibility on Growth, Climate 
Change and Environmental Justice Analysis, Optimise Growth with Limited Resources, Planning 
of Freight Movement, Assessment of Real Estate Projects4. 
  
1.3 Acquisition of CUBE Land 
The acquisition of CUBE Land by DPLH was motivated by the Metropolitan Land Use Forecasting 
System (MLUFS) coming to end of its useful life. DPLH recognised that updating the software was 
impractical due to the attrition of staff and lack of documentation on the software. An internal review 
concluded that it would be “more expedient, cost effective and ultimately more accurate to adopt 
a new land-use planning forecast software” (Zheng & Nayton, 2017). The choice of CUBE Land 
was prompted by two reviews. Using a weighted score metric Hughes and Heckbert (2012: 7) 
rated the CUBE based products highest; noting design quality, documentation, data flexibility and 
reported applications as its most favourable attributes. However, the authors were cautious to 
recommend any one platform and advised DPLH (Department of Planning at the time) that due to 
the limitations found in each package and the inherent need to meet a range of decision 
environments, a suite of packages and program of in-house capacity building be adopted.  

UrbanSim and ALCES are probably the most flexible and dynamic modelling tools for scenario 
planning use at a range of scales and applications. Both tools include multiple processes and 
represent second and third order dynamics. However, neither tool is user friendly and engagement 
with the developer would be necessary for meaningful application in a scenario planning context 
(Hughes & Heckbert, 2012: 6). Please note this review was undertaken before the release of CUBE 
Land (a dedicated product for land-use planning).  

The second review was undertaken by PATREC (Taplin et al., 2014), but with the focus on 
transport modelling capacity within DoT and Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA). The review 

 
 
2 Details at https://www.citilabs.com/software/CUBE/CUBE-land/ 

3 Details at https://www.bentley.com/en/products/brands/CUBE 

4 Details at https://www.bentley.com/en/products/product-line/mobility-simulation-and-analytics/CUBE-
land 

https://www.citilabs.com/software/cube/cube-land/
https://www.bentley.com/en/products/brands/cube
https://www.bentley.com/en/products/product-line/mobility-simulation-and-analytics/CUBE-land
https://www.bentley.com/en/products/product-line/mobility-simulation-and-analytics/CUBE-land
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was clear that a higher-level integration between land-use and transport models be a direction that 
the agencies should follow. The report did not recommend a specific package, but suggested that:  

The use of appropriate software such as MUSSA-based CUBE Land or UrbanSim, with the 
incorporation of MLUFS, would enable efficient exchange of land-use and transport data on 
an iterative basis to achieve the needed direct interaction between land-use and transport 
models (Taplin et al., 2014: 66). 

In support of the development of capability around CUBE Land comes the need for an integration 
with the current strategic transport models. DoT has been heavily involved in business case 
modelling for the METRONET projects such as Yanchep, Thornlie and Ellenbrook heavy rail 
extensions and Inner-City Light Rail. All these projects require future land-use intensification 
around mass transit and public transport corridors, with no systematic analytic way for the 
prediction. Thus, a connection between land-use modelling and transport modelling would assist 
both portfolios. While a feedback loop from the transport model to land-use via accessibility is 
implemented in CUBE Land, currently, the predicted land-use data is provided by MLUFS. An 
analytic integration between land-use and transport planning models, both using the same suite of 
software, is desirable and achievable.  

1.4 Aims and Objectives 
The overall aim of this project was to improve the household and business land-use activity inputs 
to transport modelling provided by a spatial econometric land-use model, with particular focus on 
the proprietary software application in use in Perth and Peel, WA. The provision of an advanced 
and customised understanding of the econometric underpinnings and the use and estimation of 
the bid-rent function was undertaken in order to improve the quality and context-specific 
applicability of the land-use model outputs of residential and business activities, as inputs to the 
strategic transport model. 

The project objectives were to: 

• Provide an enhanced ‘under the hood’ understanding of advanced econometrics as 
applied in practice in spatial econometric land-use models, with particular emphasis on 
CUBE Land as applied in Perth and Peel, WA; and 

• Capture and share the learning from a review of the application and use of the bid-rent 
model structure and parameter estimation elsewhere in the world, in order to provide 
recommendations for enhancing the implementation of the Perth and Peel CUBE Land 
model, given available data and software limitations. 

To this end, PATREC has provided hands-on support for the DPLH teams tackling CUBE 
Land implementation challenges through: 

• Delivering an advanced econometric training course (Milestones 1 and 2; Technical 
Report, 19 February 2021); and 

• Conducting a best practice international review of the bid-rent model (Milestone 3). 

The purpose of the current report is to present the findings of the best practice review, 
comprising three activities: 

• Review of academic and grey literature; 
• CUBE Land-user survey; and  
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• Collaborative ‘under the hood’ exploration of the CUBE Land model as applied in Perth 
and Peel, WA, with DPLH modellers Drs Zheng, Huang and Shao (February-March 
2021). 

 
1.5 Structure of the Report 

This report includes: 

• Section 2 - overview of the main applications of CUBE Land, currently disseminated in 
the literature; 

• Section 3 - results of the software survey deployed early January 2021 to Bentley 
Systems users of CUBE Land to gauge their level of engagement with the platform, to 
understand the dominant uses of CUBE Land, and the features that users seek in any 
large modelling platform; 

• Section 4 - discussion around some of the practical issues identified when testing 
CUBE Land together with the DPLH expert team; 

• Section 5 - conclusions and recommendations. 
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2 Literature Review  
2.1 Integrated Land-Use – Transport Models 
The interaction between transport and land-use systems has been recognised as a critical issue 
over the years (e.g., Hayashi & Roy, 1996; US EPA, 2000; Lautso et al., 2004; Litman & Steele, 
2014; Soares Lopes et al., 2019; Wegener, 2020). Whilst a consensus on both methodologies and 
operational applications has not been met, Miller (2018b: 387) suggests that a small number of 
commercial software package “UrbanSim, PECAS, Transun, DELTA and CUBE Land” represent 
some convergence in methods. Real estate market-based equilibrium models, such as 
MUSSA/CUBE Land, are able to model activity demands and spatial distribution patterns, while 
considering transport as exogenous (Tables 4 and 5 in Soares Lopes et al., 2019). This is 
considered essential, as it reflects the behaviour of the agents. 

Furthermore, Miller (2018b) notes that LUTI models in general have failed to achieve widespread 
adoption, which he puts down to previous failures, onerous resource and data requirements and 
the tendency for agencies to silo land-use planning5 away from transport modelling. These 
concerns are echoed in PATREC’s review of modelling capacity for Western Australia, noting that 
the strategic transport modelling teams at DoT and MRWA were best described as service clients 
requesting land-use forecasts from DPLH’s metropolitan land-use forecasting system, MLUFS 
(Taplin et al., 2014; Biermann et al., 2015). It is evident that since the review DPLH has invested 
(culturally, as well as monetarily) in developing valid and useful modelling capabilities. Across the 
agencies, a concerted effort to integrate modelling fragments has lessened institutional barriers, 
leaving key issues of data and resources requirements remaining, of which both have been 
significant challenges to the implementation of CUBE Land by DPLH.  

Although not raised as a potential reason for low levels of adoption, it is worth noting that multi-
year timeframes present an obstacle to comprehensive and frequent model validation. In particular 
Miller (2018b: 393) suggests that models may calibrate well against base conditions, but they may 
not perform well in forecast applications. This is a significant point discussed in the Sections 4 and 
recommendations 5.  

Ongoing research is needed to improve the understanding of the interactions between urban 
transport and land-use systems, especially at the level of individual decision makers (households 
and enterprises), and for the development of enhanced analytical tools and models for describing 
the interactions and their impacts. Land-use and transport model interactions take place through 
activities (residential and business) and accessibility. Land-use model outputs in the form of jobs 
and household activity patterns, feed into transport models. After transport models have calculated 
trips for different purposes and assigned them to mode and routes on the basis of the land-use 
inputs, congestion and accessibility outputs are fed back to the land-use model, influencing job 
and housing locations (Figure 1). 

This report is narrowly focussed on the “Job & Household Locations” component and in particular 
the household location choice module, as this is the most valuable module, and it also adequately 
reflects the DPLH’s current stage of implementation (marked on Figure 1).  

 
 
5 Miller (2018b) also notes that “qualitatively-oriented” planners fail to trust formal models (p. 390).  
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Figure 1: Example of interactions between a land-use (CUBE Land) and transport (CUBE 
Voyager) model within Citilab’s CUBE platform (https://www.citilabs.com/software/CUBE/CUBE-land/)  
 
A sequence of three estimating equations underpins the housing-location choice component of a 
land-use model. Following Martínez (1992, 1996) the demand side – the bid function – estimates 
a willingness-to-pay for location attributes and housing quality, and the rent function – in essence 
– is an estimate of the monetary value of the winning bid. On the supply side, the (implicit) cost 
function is a measurement of the developers’ most profitable mix of properties for each location. It 
is worth noting that the input components of regional economic and regional demographic models 
are non-trivial in a real application and require allocation of resources and potential coordination 
across modelling branches within the agency.  

2.2 Land-Use Model Embedded in CUBE Land (MUSSA II)  
CUBE Land represents land-use as a single system, but it covers both intensity of various activities 
and location choices by residences and businesses. The transport feedback cycle is embedded in 
the model via accessibility. Understanding the causal structure in LUTI helps users (researchers 
and planners) to assess the applicability of the model for specific case studies. 

CUBE Land assumes that all consumers in the real estate market, either households or 
commercial activities, are located where they are the ‘highest bidders’ for that particular land. Real 
estate is assigned as if it was an auction and the bid function determines the price of the real estate 
property. The bid function, defined as the inverse of the utility function for rents, represents the 
consumer's (either residential or commercial) preferences and perceptions of the attributes of a 
real estate, subject to budget restrictions. CUBE Land’s supply model is based on the analysis of 
the supply (trends and its variety) and rent values of the real estate in the study area. 
Consequently, for each forecast year, the model provides the distribution of real estate property 
by zone and type of dwelling/activity, to simulate changes in policy regulations (banning types of 
activities or the concentration of certain types of activities). Land-use policies may also use 
subsidies and taxes to influence demand, including location choice. These policy tools may be 
used to influence both the physical supply of land and its location. 

2.2.1 Bid-rent 

The bid-rent model starts with the demand for housing and economic activity. This means that the 
observed dwelling characteristics (with the attributes of the families living in them) and the 
businesses (with the profile of their activity and employees) are the main input, using the current 
rents for the dwellings (by segments) or businesses (by their typology). Citilabs (2018: 5) 
enumerates the demand model of ‘auction probability’ as follows: 

𝐻𝐻ℎ𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑃𝑃ℎ/𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣      [1] 

𝑃𝑃ℎ/𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝐻𝐻ℎ𝜙𝜙ℎ𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚𝐵𝐵ℎ𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝑃𝑃ℎ/𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣))
∑ 𝐻𝐻𝑔𝑔𝜙𝜙𝑔𝑔𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐻𝐻(𝑚𝑚)  𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚𝐵𝐵𝑔𝑔𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝑃𝑃ℎ/𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣))

    [2] 

https://www.citilabs.com/software/cube/cube-land/
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where Svi is the real estate supply for zone i and real estate typology v. Within this auction 
probability demand model, Svi is fixed, but determined by a separate model described in Section 
2.1.2. Hhvi represents the number of agents allocated in category h to zone i for real estate typology 
v. Whereas, Ph/vi is the probability that agents of category h being the highest bidder in zone i of 
real estate typology v. Hh represents the number of agents in category H, whereas H(m) is the total 
number of agents competing in the auction (for zone i and real estate typology v). 

ϕgvi is a “cutoff function” used to consider constraints on the agents, such as budget, whereas μm 
is a scale factor, which is assumed to be calibrated in the bid function. The bid function, Bhvi, 
represents the bid of the consumer of category h for the real estate typology v and in zone i. and 
is estimated using a multinomial logit model using maximum likelihood (ML). The logsum from the 
bid function feeds into the rent function. 

𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚

+ 𝛾𝛾
𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚

+ 𝐺𝐺𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝑋𝑋𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣,𝑋𝑋𝑣𝑣 ,𝑍𝑍𝑣𝑣) = 1
𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚

(𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 + 𝛾𝛾) + ∑ 𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝜂𝜂𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘  [3] 

rvi represents the rent, γ is the location parameter for an extreme value type I distribution6 an, µm 
represents the scale factor7, Gvi is the rent function accounting for features and amenity xkvi and 
ykvi, LS is the logsum, θ and η are parameters for the attributes of real estate type v and zone i. 
This function can be either estimated as an OLS regression model or jointly in a combined 
likelihood function.  

Two important comments need to be made in relation to the various markets: a) the location data 
is generally more reliable than rents and thus the sequential estimation is preferred; b) the analyst 
may require other proxy measures for rental values, land or equivalent of property price.  

2.2.2 Supply Model 

The supply model calculates the ‘Cost function’, which is actually presented as land developer 
profit, representing the difference between the received rent and the ‘production’ cost for a specific 
type of property and location, through the proportion of real estate units of a certain type built and 
located in each zone. This calculation may require using other proxy measures for rental values: 
land or equivalent of property price. 

Citilabs (2018: 9) describes a real estate supply model as follows to calculate supply (S) of typology 
v in zone i: 

𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝐻𝐻(𝑘𝑘)𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝐻𝐻(𝑘𝑘) 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝐿𝐿.𝑣𝑣)−𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝐿𝐿𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣))
∑ 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣′𝑣𝑣′  𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣′𝑣𝑣′(𝐿𝐿.𝑣𝑣)−𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣′𝑣𝑣′�𝐿𝐿𝑣𝑣′𝑣𝑣′�)𝑣𝑣′𝑣𝑣′

   [4] 

where the fraction corresponds to the probability of constructing properties of typology v in 
zone i. λ is a scale factor, common to all markets, that should be estimated as part of the MNL 
process, whereas ρ is a ‘cutoff function’ for typology v representing things such as zoning 
restrictions for the typology. 

 
 
6 Extreme Value Distribution Type I (EVI) is found by the difference between two logistic distributions. Theoretically 
it holds some importance but can be ignored for the purpose of this report.  

7 The scale factor is unknown when estimating equation [2]. The analyst will set this to one. The implication of 
doing so is that the log-sum is in some unknown utility scale rather than in dollar values (i.e. reflecting the market 
rents). It is possible to estimate equations [2] and [3] simultaneously, but typically the estimation is undertaken 
sequentially with 1

𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚
  being estimated in equation [3]. 
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From this, the profit (π) for a specified typology v in zone i can be calculated and extracted 
as equivalent to: 

𝜋𝜋𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 − 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣      [5] 

where rvi is the rent received and Cvi is the production cost. 

The estimation is either using ML or the ‘Berkson and Theil’ approach, such that a reference group 
is chosen and the supply model [4] may be expressed as a linear function of the ratio between all 
other groups and the reference group. 

2.2.3 Equilibrium Status 

The bid (location) and rent models are estimated sequentially in the bid (choice model). These 
estimated parameters are used in CUBE Land to be solved as equation structures, balancing the 
demand and supply. An important feature is treating location as a different good/bundle, with 
unique properties, which makes comparability between spaces in spatially extensive systems very 
distinct from other economic markets. The land-use market is a system with multiple and 
heterogeneous agent interactions in processes that occur over space, with the traded objects 
being the real estate properties. 

CUBE Land applies several adjustments, corrections, to replicate the market situation. There are 
three correction terms: 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 ℎ𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣, 𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣, 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣, for bids, for rents, and for costs. The experience 
of DPLH in working with CUBE Land is that the cost adjustments are the largest, which poses a 
challenge for model application (potentially being unresponsive to forecasted changes or 
implementation of various measures). The CUBE Land user manual recommends that the 
equilibrium/convergence process will be repeated with potentially superior functions for bid-rent 
and cost to capture the location processes, in such a way that the differences between model 
results and observed input are minimised. This suggests that while the tenets of the model are 
theoretically sound, data availability and quality may hinder CUBE Land calibration, which is a 
resource-intensive process.  

The comments made by Hunt et al. (2007) and Moeckel (2018) seem to support the view that data 
is critical. Hunt et al. (2007) reviewed a range of operational (applied in practice), comprehensive 
(wide range of spatial processes, land development, location choices, and travel), integrated 
(feedback between transport and land-use) modelling frameworks, both as a guide for practitioners 
to the current state-of-practice and as a benchmark for integrated state-of-the-art urban modelling. 
Their review shows MUSSA (CUBE Land) as a preferable model, considering its extremely 
rigorous and compelling application of microeconomic theory, equilibrium model of building stock 
supply and demand, and use of traffic analysis zones as the spatial unit of analysis. 

2.2.4 Constraints 

CUBE Land uses constraints for demand (Location Model) and supply (Cost/Supply Model) mostly 
endogenously. Soft constraints are implemented via ‘cut-off’ functions (binomial probability 
distributions) and additional exogenous hard constraints are currently under development. 
Demand restrictions require a minimum level of housing, whereas supply restrictions are given by 
land availability. The functional design of CUBE Land enables gradual adjustments of the land-use 
allocations when constraints are not met. However, without intervention, the forecasts are 
exceeding the constraints, highly undesirable from planning policy perspectives. In the post-
processing enhancement of the Cube Land II model (developed between DPLH and the CUBE 
technical support staff), zones where the number of types of properties are exceeded are made 
less attractive by increasing the cost (positive adjustment). Conversely, zones where there is 
reserve of capacity could become more attractive if the cost decreases. 
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2.3 Applications of CUBE Land in Practice 
We examined academic and grey literature (see details in Appendix A) and summarised the 
features of the models based on comprehension, general structure, and theoretical basis (Soares 
Lopes et al., 2019). The review suggests a wide-range of applications, at various stages of 
implementation, from trials to validation. A commonality of the cases is the long time needed to 
achieve model calibration and difficulties ascribed to a number of reasons, including data 
availability in the format needed for CUBE Land, expertise required to understand the model but 
also the structure of the real estate market, and the type of restrictions used in CUBE Land. Details 
on the applications follow. Notably, very little information has been disseminated on the cases, 
therefore multiple sources, such as YouTube video presentations, PPTs published on the web, or 
inserts from the Bentley showcase were corroborated and integrated.  

Alabama Case Study – This research partnership of Department of Transport, Montgomery Area 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) and Auburn University had the objective to develop a 
fully functional model integrated with CUBE Base: “The recently developed CUBE Land model was 
implemented in the Montgomery (Alabama) Area Metropolitan Planning Organization with funding 
from the Alabama Department of Transportation” (Clay et al., 2012). Yet, as of 2018, the full 
integration was yet to be achieved, which has led the parties to adopt a simplified integration of 
CUBE Base with travel demand. The model included residential properties and five categories of 
businesses and bid functions included both car and public transport accessibility, CBD dummy and 
residential and business specific predictors. 

Bakersfield Case Study – This was a pilot study undertaken by Kern COG in California to feed 
into the MIP trip-based model, as an alternative for the rule-based land-use model uPlan. CUBE 
Voyager scripts translate the inputs and outputs for CUBE Land. According to the case description, 
the Bakersfield CS used CUBE Land for both residential and businesses. The supply cost was 
defined as average monthly cost to provide one unit of real estate, either housing or economic 
activity (job-space). The model included a ‘Bound’ variable, limiting the number of units in a zone, 
also demand restrictions for the total number of households and jobs allocated. 

Berlin Case Study - The paper first discusses criteria for data evaluation and relates them to data 
requirements of urban land-use models, with particular reference to the model CUBE Land, which 
is used for the Berlin case (Heldt et al., 2014).  

Boston Case Study - An integrated LUT model (MIT-LUT) was developed for the Boston 
metropolitan region based on CUBE Voyager and CUBE Land software and Python scripting. 
Similar to other developments, it has academic involvement and one of the published applications 
was to assess the impact of sea level rise (Han et al., 2017). The model uses 12 types of 
households, 12 types of real estate units and is applied to 2,727 TAZs. Data acquisition and 
integrating the land-use and transport model were highlighted as challenges, as well as the 
calibration of models and their long run times. 

Chile Case Study – This is the original application of the model, based on MUSSA. It was 
developed as a research model for Santiago and offers many incentives for land-use policy 
evaluations (see NCTCOG Workshop; Martínez & Donoso, 2001). As CUBE Land has no travel 
demand model (TDM), the model is focused on real estate market equilibrium. The model was 
successfully applied in the evaluation of three mega-projects in Santiago (Transantiago BRT, 
Cerillos Airport and Central Ring) with the objective of obtaining the optimal allocation of subsidies 
(minimum transport cost for schools, emissions & CO2 permit trading). 

Minnesota Case Study – This is an ongoing (2010-2019) application used to identify areas 
expected to experience development pressures and prioritise right-of-way (ROW) acquisition. The 
model: 1) emphasises accessibility and development by considering localised development 
potential; 2) examines interactions among demand, rent, and supply models and constraints; and 
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3) considers the impact of various scenarios. The model performs several iterations and averages 
the results while seeking equilibrium and outputs real estate units, land-use, employees, and 
households per TAZ (Moudon et al., 2013). The agency performed sensitivity tests to test the 
model’s response to changes in inputs and the model was responsive to changes in accessibility 
for highway and transit. The Minnesota Metro Council indicated that the output can be translated 
to regional impacts on the economy (https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps/Publications-And-
Resources/Files-and-reports/Forecast-Methodology-Report-(October-2019).aspx).  

Minneapolis Case Study - One of the more ‘mature’ developments, this was validated and subject 
to sensitivity analysis (2000-2010), and following Phase II, the model was used to draft long-term 
forecasts to 2040. The model uses 1,201 zones, 10 household categories (reduced from 80), and 
eight main industry categories: industrial, retail commercial, professional, education, health, 
government, mobile jobs, and other services. Certain institutional facilities are not endogenously 
allocated, but pre-determined. They include: the airport, libraries, museums, hospitals, landmark 
government buildings, parks and golf courses, agricultural land, water, road and transport right-of-
way.  

Notably, SILO framework was also developed for Minneapolis in 2010, and Moeckel and 
Brinckerhoff (2011) commented on the benefits of parallel developments for cross-validation. 
“Finally, and maybe most importantly, there is another land-use model under development for the 
same area. Citilabs is implementing CUBE Land, which is a new land-use model based on the 
MUSSA (Martínez, 1996, Martínez and Donoso, 2010) model. Having CUBE Land implemented 
in the same area will offer the great benefit of comparing two model results in a meta-analysis.” 
(ibid, p.10).  

Florence Case Study –  A recent model (2019), this aimed at improving understanding and 
predictions of the residential distribution and feeding this into the transport model. Various 
scenarios of infrastructure and land-use are envisaged to address the increase in housing costs in 
the centre of the city and promote development of the surroundings. After comparing many 
software options, the final choice has been for the CUBE Land, “a commercial software already 
used in many areas in the world (Milan, Montgomery-Alabama, Bakersfield-California, Metropolitan 
Council of the Twin Cities and others)” (Petri et al., 2019). Unfortunately, less technical details are 
provided in the conference paper. 

Richmond, Virginia Case Study – This is a small size application (5,213 Census blocks and a 
population of 204 thousand inhabitants, 87 thousand households living in an area of 162 km2), 
calibrated using 2010 Census data, the 2009 National Household Travel Survey and the 
Community Survey, and the 2013 American Housing Survey. In this study, modellers found that 
location choice has been driven by affordability (60%). 

Cape Town Case Study -  The most recent large-scale (about 4,000 zones, 6 million people) 
development (2019-2023), this aimed at modelling not only the metro area of Cape Town, but also 
the connections with the surrounding 24 municipalities. This is a ‘joint venture’ between the 
Department of Transport and Public Works, Western Cape, and University of Cape Town. The 
model is estimated within the Citilabs suite, including CUBE Land, Voyager, Cargo and uses 80 
sub-types of households, grouped in five categories and choosing housing from eight types.  

One of the aims was to develop a land-use/transport model that would provide provincial planners 
and decision makers with objective information on which to base sound infrastructure decisions. 
The main issues arisen in the development were data availability (limited demographics and travel 
behaviour descriptors) and the need for treating ‘externally’ several markets, rather than predicting 
them endogenously. As a result, many of the parameters describing travel behaviour were 
transferred from other areas with appropriate adjustments to reflect local conditions. The set-up 
for the model lasted three years. 

https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps/Publications-And-Resources/Files-and-reports/Forecast-Methodology-Report-(October-2019).aspx
https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps/Publications-And-Resources/Files-and-reports/Forecast-Methodology-Report-(October-2019).aspx
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Phitsanulok, Thailand Case Study – This is a transport integrated model developed for the 
Regional City of Phitsanulok, with the objective of applying the expertise build from rolling out the 
model for a number of small cities in Thailand for larger cities. It uses an activity-based model to 
develop a road improvement plan for short and mid-term (2015-2020). 

A summary of applications is provided in Appendix A (Table A1). 

Table A2, on the other hand, summarises the research developments of CUBE Land type models. 
A number of advancements have occurred in theory and they rather expand models of relocation 
(e.g., Lopez-Ospina et al., 2016) and/or stress gaps related to the comprehension and modelling 
of such a complex phenomenon as the ‘city power-laws’ (Martínez, 2016). 

Although they provide critical insights and elegant solutions (e.g., social expectations and 
imitation), they remain in the sphere of ‘laboratory’/exploration phase, far from ‘in-line 
implementation’ into software, and with unclear capabilities to address policies such as pricing 
(taxation, subsidies, development charges) and regulatory changes (zoning, micro-design building, 
parking).  
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3 Survey of Software Users 
3.1 Survey Design 
Following Avin and Cambridge Systematics (2016: 4-1) we reviewed the CUBE Land software 
applications using three major tool attributes:  conceptual (‘what kind of tool’), functional (‘how the 
model does it work’), and implementation (‘what does it take it to apply it’). These criteria/attributes 
were also considered when we designed our Qualtrics survey of Bentley/Citilabs users 
(http://uwa.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3dtT3FDtkE6wP9r). 

Whereas conceptual attributes are examining the approach, theoretical aspects covered and 
assumptions, spatial dimension and regional adjustments, inclusion of policies, type of scenarios 
that are possible; the functional aspects refer to data requirements and format, modular structure, 
ability to design/create scenarios; and the implementation primarily regards access and 
distribution. 

The survey also elicited, through a combination of closed and open questions, information on: the 
size of the models trialled, designed, applied – number of zones, size of zones, modes included 
(as part of the accessibility connection); on the level of resolution for the residential location and/or 
economic activity (unit of analysis – group of households, businesses with similar traits); on the 
type of user (e.g., government, consultant, research organisation, academic) and on the desired 
features of the platform.  

Finally, the survey aimed to draw out perceived challenges with the software (e.g., the three sub-
models of location/bid-rent, land-use development, land price; the data requirements and 
appropriateness of default settings or calibration needs; hardware/software requirements; 
perceived difficulty/ease of coding and requirement for specialised training; 
importance/relevance/accuracy of performance measures of the model, offering urban land-use 
allocation, rents); and the level of confidence in using the platform.  

3.2 Survey Results 
Thirteen responses were recorded, 10 from private consultancies and researchers and the rest 
from government, with seven of them regarding themselves proficient or able to operate the 
system. Four of the respondents were analysts, three were domain experts (in planning or related 
domain) and three senior managers. An accurate response rate cannot be provided, as the 
‘population’ of CUBE Land users is unknown to the research team, however the LinkedIn group 
includes 27 professionals, which would suggest a response of about 49%. 

Only one respondent noted a model fully developed and in use, three partially 
developed/implemented the model, three indicated that use of CUBE Land has previously been 
investigated, but currently not progressed, and one respondent clarified that while the model has 
been applied in smaller regional areas, the intention was to use the accumulated experience to 
develop models for larger areas or major cities. 

Notably, only five respondents reported complete knowledge of the number of zones in their 
models, with one model using less than 150 zones and four less than 300 zones.  

In most cases, the results are shared with strategic transport models (STMs) or passed to the 
transport modelling team for consideration, in one case the two models no not share any 
information, and only in two cases the results were highly integrated with STMs.  

Very little information was provided on the mode accessibility; however, five respondents indicated 
their measures are multimodal and two specifically include active travel. 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Furldefense.proofpoint.com-252Fv2-252Furl-253Fu-253Dhttps-2D3A-5F-5Faus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com-5F-2D3Furl-2D3Dhttp-2D253A-2D252F-2D252Fuwa.qualtrics.com-2D252Fjfe-2D252Fform-2D252FSV-2D5F3dtT3FDtkE6wP9r-2D26data-2D3D04-2D257C01-2D257Cdoina.olaru-2D2540uwa.edu.au-2D257Cc05ad9dfe6c44fd115fb08d8a2ebdee6-2D257C05894af0cb2846d8871674cdb46e2226-2D257C1-2D257C0-2D257C637438481225161252-2D257CUnknown-2D257CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0-2D253D-2D257C1000-2D26sdata-2D3DfCXIPEGqtfjCg-2D252B5kdKYOLLD0F05y4rDugD9mX6LkIWs-2D253D-2D26reserved-2D3D0-2526d-253DDwMF-2Dg-2526c-253DhmGTLOph1qd-5FVnCqj81HzEWkDaxmYdIWRBdoFggzhj8-2526r-253De7xSt1fHzVxqF6-2Dl-5Fk79craaPQN5RkLq0HXQwJ1JiMI-2526m-253D-5FHTW52ET1X7EP6-5FZoVe3X6Yo3dCXh-5FlgXMSrq3wCuuk-2526s-253DXxJNDUNYeHjiWH-2DwPYKIREQUkACdI09B7HbsFuWZE38-2526e-253D-26data-3D04-257C01-257Csharon.biermann-2540uwa.edu.au-257Cb35154a876214d5f04b708d8b8013407-257C05894af0cb2846d8871674cdb46e2226-257C1-257C0-257C637461662635756355-257CUnknown-257CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0-253D-257C1000-26sdata-3D5DA-252BUv3cBJ4qD9jck6NTUpdBWGnMM5rH6uPbjNMM-252F8w-253D-26reserved-3D0&d=DwMFAw&c=hmGTLOph1qd_VnCqj81HzEWkDaxmYdIWRBdoFggzhj8&r=DuQIlWyUUkqF1H7ElMYaUTFKJyplkXtPTW18N2QdszA&m=0CrSknwwb6Ga3heTaGSCrwFpieo4OsGznolF-tOLlsA&s=V1LCSnyM0KuXZwxZoi-yoGPokPygPSk2hJ9LoqwJF_I&e=
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In terms of overall satisfaction, most respondents were satisfied or very satisfied (Figure 2 ) and 
moderately or highly confident in the capabilities of the CUBE Land platform (Figure 3: 1 – equals 
extremely confident, 3 – moderately confident, 5 – not confident at all). 

 

 
Figure 2 : Overall satisfaction 

 
Figure 3: Overall level of confidence in CUBE Land 
 

When asked about what they appreciate the most in a modelling platform such as CUBE Land, the 
respondents indicated that rigour, accuracy, and validation with real data are their top requirements 
(see Table 1). This was followed by producing meaningful outputs that can be communicated to 
wide audiences, and by easy and transparent assumptions, possibility to apply the models to large 
areas, as well as to assess local policy and regulations influence. This demonstrates the value of 
the conceptual and functional features of a software modelling platform, over the implementation 
aspects, which are not considered substantial barriers in adoption and application. 
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Table 1: Features deemed relevant for a modelling platform 
Feature Overall 

score 
Category 

Apply large areas 14 conceptual/implementation 

Easy access 6 implementation 

Feedback LUTI 12 conceptual 

Link other platforms 10 conceptual 

Min data 12 functional 

Scalability 11 conceptual 

Reasonable results without excessive requirements 12 functional 

Meaningful outputs 15 conceptual 

Rely on general knowledge 4 conceptual 

Achieve stable solutions 9 functional 

Accurate results/reality 20 functional 

Easy to use 8 implementation 

Urban/Rural 10 implementation 

Flexible storage/distribution 4 implementation 

Join/combine data 10 conceptual/functional 

Quick solutions 7 functional 

High level support 9 implementation 

Meaningful, high quality input 6 conceptual 

Easy transparent assumptions 14 conceptual 

Local policy & regulation influence 14 conceptual 

Flexible licensing arrangements 0 implementation 

 
3.3 Multi-Dimensional Scaling of Responses to Most and Least 

Important Aspects of Software Performance  
A multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) analysis was applied to the best-worst responses, to visualise 
the features sought/preferred in a modelling platform such as CUBE Land. The MDS technique 
assists analysts to reveal key dimensions underlying respondents’ evaluations of various 
entities/objects (products/services, events, phenomena, and here software features etc.) and to 
understand the clustering of entities in the perceptual map. The axes of the map represent the 
dimensions that the analyst infers. MDS is based on distance measures, which means that 
entities/objects/respondents far from each other in this multidimensional space are more dissimilar 
than others. 

The analysis can be undertaken at the aggregate level (the overall perspective of the entire 
sample) or at the individual level (e.g., each respondent or segmentation considered). 

The results of our aggregate analysis indicate adequate representation of the preferred features 
(s-stress = 0.149 and RSQ=0.888, akin to R2 in regression analysis) and the two-dimensional map 
suggests less emphasis on the licensing, distribution and administration, strong focus on accuracy 
and transparent assumptions, and relevance for policy and practice (as shown along the 
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Dimension 1, which could be labelled as ‘key requirements’). Additionally, we notice that relying 
on the minimum data that is required to produce meaningful and accurate results is substantially 
more important than other data and assumptions, with the lowest score along Dimension 2 
(reflecting ‘data and integration with other platforms’) being recorded for links to other platforms. 

 

 
Figure 4: Perceptual map of desired software features  
 
When mapping the 13 users of CUBE Land based on their responses (see Figure 5, s-
stress=0.084, RSQ=0.975), we notice a number of clusters: in red, at the top left corner, there is a 
cluster of government users; in the middle (in dark blue) a group of consultants, working in teams 
with government organisations; and at the bottom (in green), a group of researchers/academics. 
There is an ‘outlier’ on the map, the respondent 10, belonging to a government organisation. This 
confirms the anecdotal evidence that various users have distinct emphasis on the features they 
value the most. As expected, academia is driven by cutting-edge methodological developments 
and rigorous and efficient algorithms; whereas government analysts value the ability of the platform 
to offer insightful solutions to large scale programs, and to operate an easy to use, transparent, 
and flexible model. The finding is consistent with the high-level responsibility of professionals, who 
make decisions supported by evidence provided by models, as compared to users exploring the 
boundaries of a model and/or seeking methodological developments. The presence of the group 
in the middle suggests that multi-agency and multi-disciplinary teams, working directly with each 
other, adjust their views from the shared experience.  

Notably, respondents 2, 8, 13 (negative values on Dimension 1, located to the left of the map) 
reported a slightly lower overall satisfaction than the other users, but given the small sample size, 
no further inferences can be made. 
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Figure 5: Perceptual map of the respondents’ preferences for software features  
 
The overall ranking of best-worst differences show that paramount is the desire to achieve accurate 
results, matching the real data, followed by meaningful outputs, useful for practice (Figure 6). 
Licensing, distribution, and need to rely on general knowledge received the lowest priority.  
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Figure 6: Preferred features 
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4 Collaborative exploration of the CUBE Land 
Application at DPLH 

This section presents results from the joint PATREC-DPLH investigation of the CUBE Land 
features and limitations. Starting with an overview of the intended purpose and benefits of CUBE 
Land (Section 4.1), this section sets out to explain the challenges in applying the model and 
practical solutions and ‘work-arounds’ tested/actioned by DPLH (see sub-sections 4.2-4.4).  

4.1 CUBE Land Purpose and Benefits 
CUBE Land aims to provide a decision support platform that explains, simulates and forecasts 
land-use responses to economic and population growth, planning policies, land release or 
infrastructure programs – including transport provision. The purported advantage of the package 
is that the aggregate land-use is inferred from representations of micro-economic agents 
(households and firms). The model is based on a market-clearing equilibrium approach for which 
an analogue could be drawn to the four-step transport models based on disaggregated choice 
data. In essence it sits somewhere between non-representative rule-based planning support 
systems that incorporate a set of heuristics to explain aggregate market response, and micro-
simulation land-use models that adopt a dynamic disequilibrium paradigm for which synthetic (i.e., 
behaviourally coded) agents trade real estate under different planning scenarios.  

The intended purpose of CUBE Land is to provide an adequate representation of future land-use 
based on micro-economic representations of household and business location choices subject to:  

• Current land-use supply and predetermined provision of reserves; 

• Regulation and zoning decisions; and 

• Physical (land form) constraints. 
In addition, CUBE Land is designed to incorporate transport system constraints, policy and 
forecasts by way of a “seamless integration with the CUBE Voyager module” (Bentley, 2021: 2) 
by: 

• Supplying transport models with household and business location forecasts (i.e., 
land-use responses to transport or planning policies), and  

• Accounting for transport accessibility (costs) outputs from the transport model in the 
land-use module (Vorraa, 2004). 

The combination of the land-use modelling and transport integration aims to provide a useful and 
trusted strategic decision support system used to analyse and evaluate: 

• Infrastructure programs (large developments, road and public transport provision) 
with long planning horizons;  

• Metropolitan or local planning policies (i.e., strategic corridors, re-zoning); and 

• Localised (small) provision of infrastructure. 
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4.2 Matching CUBE Land with Strategy at DPLH 
DPLH purchased CUBE Land with the expectation that the software would provide a robust method 
to provide routinely updated forecasts and to test growth scenarios. The acquisition of the software 
(or similar software) aligned with the Department’s strategic direction to provide better evidence-
based decision support by leveraging its existing data resources. The immediate benefits identified 
by DPLH was that CUBE Land would operate in a GIS framework (compatible with ArcGIS) and 
the software would integrate with CUBE (The software for Perth’s Strategic Transport Model, 
STEM). A specific value of the software was that it could provide a behaviourally-driven support 
tool to assist long term land-use planning. This would enhance DPLH’s position of being the 
principal source for evidential support on population and employment growth for all of 
government’s needs.  

The deliverables and success metrics listed in Zheng and Nayton (2017) are appropriate items in 
which to benchmark DPLH’s implementation to date and assess the merit of, firstly, continued 
resourcing of a computer-based planning support system and, secondly, whether CUBE Land is 
fit for purpose. The deliverables and metrics were listed as: 

Deliverables  

• Forecast residential and commercial land development by type and zone; 
• Forecast household and employment location choices by type and zone; 
• Estimate equilibrium real estate prices. 
 

Success Measures 

• Client acceptance of forecasts; 
• Transparency and justification for forecasts;  
• Timeliness of delivery. 

 
A summary of progress towards deliverables will be provided after detailing the status of CUBE 
Land and identifying challenges that have, to date, been met by DPLH. Also, outstanding issues 
on which DPLH have made progress, and outstanding issues that have not yet been addressed, 
are identified in the report.  

4.3 Status of CUBE Land Implementation at DPLH 
The discussion on the status of CUBE Land implementation at DPLH is supported by the following 
modelling schemata as purported by CUBE Land User Manual. Figure 7 outlines the modelling 
procedure outlined by Citilabs. The diagram acts a useful base on which to discuss the model 
implementation status at DPLH. The modelling stages can be broadly classified into MODEL SET-
UP (Steps 1-3), MODEL SPECIFICATION (Steps 4-6) and MODEL APPLICATION (Steps 7-8).  

Despite its sequential presentation, the implementation process is not ‘linear’ and involves several 
feedback loops from Steps 6 and 7 to Steps 3, 4, and 5. This iterative process requires numerous 
trial-and-error steps, which inevitably lengthens the duration of the implementation until 
convergence is reached. As the DPLH team has not completed model validation and sensitivity 
analysis for the residential market and not commenced the analysis of the non-residential land 
uses, it is expected that the feedback loops will represent a substantial amount of effort in the 
implementation of CUBE Land. 
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Figure 7: CUBE Land Steps 
Note: in Red we highlighted the pending actions for non-residential properties.  

  

1 •Define study area 
•Perth and Peel Metropolitan Region

2
•Define the Zones
•SA2 zones ABS Census

3

•Database for estimation 
•Residential Property Database
•Individualised Household Records
•Commercial Property Database
•Commercial Occupancy and Employment Records
•STEM Accessibility Measures
•Census 2016

4

•Estimate Location Choice and Real Estate Model
•Dissagregate BID (Location Model)
•Dissagregate Rent (Property Pricing Model)
•Zonal Cost Models by X property types

5

•Base year inputs and calibration
•Include Upper and Lower bound constraints
•Seeded the model with 2011 Census Data
•Calibrated against 2016
•Adjustments are employed to the Bid, Rent and Cost Functions

6
•Model Validation

7
•Sensitivity analysis

8
•Model Application
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4.4 Model Set-up 

4.4.1 Application Area (Step 1) and Zonal System (Step 2) 

Given the aim of implementing CUBE Land to be Perth and Peel’s strategic land-use model, the 
model study area and zoning systems were identified as being the Perth and Peel region (i.e., 
greater metropolitan Perth) with zonal partitions meeting the strategic transport models STEM and 
ROM-24. However, because the Census data is a principal resource the zoning system currently 
implemented is Statistical Areas level 2 (SA2). To correct for spatial variations in zoning, a spatial 
analysis based on land capacity is used to allocate households to traffic zones and similarly to a 
weighted average of accessibility measures from the transport modes to CUBE Land.  

The strategic transport models are currently undergoing rezoning to 1,700 zones which have fairly 
consistent boundaries with census regions. At this stage CUBE Land can be estimated at Census 
regions Statistical Areas level 1 (SA1).  

Status: CUBE Land strategic model is estimated on Perth and Peel Regions. No spatial issues 
(zonal) for transferring information between transport and land-use models.  

Future: CUBE Land to be re-estimated at SA1 level. There has been no request for localised 
models, say, for a local council or for a regional centre (e.g., Geraldton or Bunbury), but these are 
a possible future demand on CUBE Land.  

4.4.2 Databases for Estimation (Step 3) 

Data requirements are notably a challenge for land-use modelling and long-term forecasting. 
However, to simply identify the sources of data undersells the considerable resources required to 
source, clean and validate data. Miller (2018b) raises high resource needs and the considerable 
risk (of partial implementation or project abandonment) as being notable barriers to large scale 
integrated models.   

A rough approximation is that 75% of the effort and an even higher 
percentage of the time involved in developing model applications is due 
to the difficulty of developing the data for the model system. (Waddell, 
2011)  

DPLH’s implementation to date has managed to incorporate multiple sources of data for the 
residential location choice component of the model. Initial efforts to estimate choice models based 
on aggregate shares (i.e. proportion of household categories) failed to yield a good model. The 
significant advancement was to integrate the land-use data from the Valuer Generals Office (VGO) 
with unit household records from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). However, access to 
the unit records from ABS incurred a fee as well as data security training and accreditation for 
DPLH staff. The process for integrating these data sources took a little short of 6 months, 
following the 12-month purchase.   

Status: Data requirements and workflow for residential choice is established. Location choice 
models are estimated in ABS-Data Lab (secure platform). Approval gained for importing VGO 
and other relevant spatial data for Data Lab and exporting results to CUBE Land.  

Future: Work is yet to commence on estimating business location choices. Whilst accessible 
through the commercial land-use survey, (the Land Use Employment Survey, LUES), it is expected 
that additional sources of data on the business categories and their locations and employment 
numbers will require additional efforts to create a clean and useable database. The process will 
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be iterative with model testing, calibration and validation. DPLH will need to resource a program 
of work that includes another round of data sourcing and validation.   

Household Composition 
Household composition is a ‘unit of choice’ when estimating location choice models. Bid-rent 
models are specified in an obverse way, such that the dwelling (its location and classification) 
chooses the household. The paradigm means the way in which household compositions enter the 
location choice model have a substantive bearing on the results. A compromise between higher 
levels of accuracy (i.e., appropriately defined compositions that correlate with housing needs) and 
the accuracy of demographic projections is needed.  

During the model investigation team members from PATREC and DPLH identified that dwelling 
choice for households with children, is associated with the age of the “head of the household”. This 
is an important finding, but the demographic forecasts do not include this level of detail. In addition, 
income is an important factor particularly when considering location (more so than dwelling type) 
and should remain a focus in the population growth forecasts.  

Status: Household composition is not finalised. The current three category model (i.e. without age 
of household head) is currently preferred for simplicity. However, the choice models are inferior to 
the four-category model, considering single-person households, couples with and without children, 
and multi-unit households. A key observation is that the Consumer agent categories need to be 
relevant for the dwelling types: apartments/units (type 1); townhouse/semi-detached (type 2); and 
detached house (type 3).  

Importantly: A three income class split (high, medium, low) without reference to household 
composition is used in the estimation of the bid function, but the allocation of households to zones 
uses an ‘averaging’ method to share households based on their composition.   

Outstanding: DPLH to consider more refined household compositions for better model estimation, 
perhaps considering car ownership and/or availability, along with income and life-cycle stage. The 
compromise should be made on the forecasting side, whereby reasonable projects of household 
compositions may be employed.  

Observed Rents  
Unit Records from ABS include a rent column for households in the rental market and a mortgage 
column for owners. DPLH considered rent to be a better indication of housing value because 
mortgage repayments are heavily dependent on household wealth (essentially the amount 
borrowed to secure the house is a remainder, after the household’s deposit). This limited the 
modelling to households in the rental market. Yet, the individual rent models have incomplete data, 
as the spatial distribution of rental properties cannot mimic accurately the residential patterns and 
the association with several socio-demographics is significant. Ideally, the transaction values for 
all properties would serve for imputing rents to be used in the model, as they would better reflect 
the size of the unit (residential or commercial/industrial), the building’s age and physical quality, 
and features of the neighbourhood/zone. 

Status: Residential rent model has satisfactory results for the VGO land-value dependent variable.  

Outstanding: DPLH to re-estimate the rent model using all households and test other potential 
predictors of bid: diversity of land-use mix and amenity (not only density) and quality of the non-
residential uses (primarily education, health, and recreation). Next stage will be to consider the 
commercial properties in a limited number of functions or categories. 

Accessibility is the primary connection between the strategic transport models and land-use 
models in the LUTI feedback. In CUBE Land accessibility is key ingredient of the bundle of features 
of a location, which enables households and businesses to reach and physically engage in spatially 
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and temporally distributed activities of all kinds (economic, social, etc.). Accessibility therefore 
allows for mobility and physical exchange of goods, service, and information. Despite extensive 
literature on the topic, its definition and measurement remain ‘fuzzy’ (Geurs et al., 2006; Paez et 
al., 2012; Van Wee, 2016; Miller, 2018a). Nevertheless, there is general agreement that 
accessibility: 

• Is spatially variant; 

• Is dependent on the trip purpose (activity) and on the mode of travel (Dixit & 
Sivakumar, 2020); 

• Combines the concept of travel impedance (ease to reach different points in space) 
with the opportunities (desirability, attractiveness of a given location) (Geurs et al., 
2006; Paez et al., 2012; Gonzalez-Feliu et al., 2014); 

• Generally represents the potential to interact, not a realisation of this potential in 
terms of travel (known as mobility); 

• Subject to location and individual-based measures of accessibility, depending on the 
level of integration (Winkler, 2016). 

Status: DPLH uses as accessibility input a utility-based measure, considered superior for a 
number of reasons: 1) theoretical foundation in Random Utility Theory and a reasonable 
representation of consumer surplus; and 2) consistency with the accessibility objectives. Its use is 
also based on pragmatic grounds, as it is available and is more detailed than isochrones or 
numbers of opportunities within the reach of a household of a certain type within the zone. Yet, the 
logsum measure provided by DoT initially included all modes of transport and all purposes. This 
has led to rather unusual rankings of Perth’s zones/suburbs, as a comparison of various 
accessibility measures has shown (for some details please see Appendix B). More recently, the 
accessibility included in the bid-rent and cost models referred to car, public transport, and active 
travel accessibility, but only for commuting purposes. The latter approach generated more 
statistically significant and plausible parameters, addressing the previous concern that the 
accessibility had a negative (and counterintuitive) association with location. 

A final comment that is worth mentioning is that accessibility measures are relatively ‘static’ in their 
nature, as they capture a snapshot of traffic conditions (commonly the worst, in the AM peak or an 
average typical day) and distribution of residences and businesses. Thus, the estimation of location 
models inherently assumes an equilibrium, but it is debatable if the long-term location decision of 
households and businesses is a trade-off between this type of accessibility and other factors 
impacting on the location decision.  

Future: The internal conversations of the DPLH-PATREC team converged towards testing 
multiple measures of accessibility as part of the sensitivity analysis. 

4.5 Model Specification 

4.5.1 Model Estimation (Step 4) 

The theoretical bid-rent demand and cost supply model was conceived to be internally consistent. 
Such an assumption is ideal for an academic exercise but presents challenges to practical 
implementation on a large scale. A skeletal description of the estimation model for the residential 
market is given in Figure 8. 

1. The bid model is an application of estimating equation (1) in which the probability that 
agents of category h reveal the highest bid in zone i of real estate typology v. The two 
important outputs from the model are the probabilities themselves, because they 
provide the forecasts of the household mix at each location, and the expected 
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maximum utility (logsum) which is a measure of the value of a particular piece of real 
estate at that location. In theory, at least, the rent for each type of dwelling in each 
location is given by the logsum. However, for the scale to be measured in observed 
market prices, a simultaneous estimate of the bid and rent functions is needed. Yet, 
observed prices are used instead of ‘declared’ rents and a sequential estimation 
approach provides the translation from utility scale to market value through an 
additional parameter estimation. The sequential approach is employed at DPLH and 
this is consistent with the advice from Citilabs/Bentley Systems. 

At first DPLH attempted to estimate the bid model using aggregate shares from the 
2016 census. It soon became apparent that the results were inconclusive and did not 
necessarily meet the behavioural assumptions of the model. It was decided that DPLH 
purchase the data integration service from Australia Bureau of Statistics to link the 
census household data with the VGO data. The purchasing process took a little over 
12 months. 

2. Left hand side of the rent regression equation (2): An internally consistent model would 
include a market rent as the dependent variable and the dwelling specific logsum on 
the right-hand side. However, this is problematic in an applied setting because: (1) the 
imputed rent data includes mortgage repayments that tend to vary due to the size of 
the deposit as much as the market price of the dwellings; and (2) imputed rents may 
include non-market based anomalies, including errors in the self-reported mortgage 
payments by respondents on census forms. DPLH uses Census averages at the SA2 
level to wash over the anomalies. The approach taken by DPLH reveals that model 
calibration (i.e. the model estimations) are based on observed market data rather than 
internally consistent decision rules. The output from the rent model is an estimated 
rent for each dwelling which is passed forward to the cost model, along with estimated 
share of households from the bid model.   

3. The Supply function has been problematic for the Perth and Peel application. An 
internally consistent model would use the demand and rents from the bid-rent 
estimating equations to estimate a supply quantity for each real estate type. However, 
to meet known constraints from planning regulations the process has not been able to 
progress. Instead DPLH use a simplified supply – post modelling -- imputation iteration 
method to ensure dwellings included by dwelling types and by zone do not exceed the 
related supply upper bound. These problems were noted by DPLH member Huang 
Ying: 

“There are two major shortcomings in CUBE Land II Beta version and CUBE Land 
II; one is that CUBE Land II implements the supply upper bound (dwelling number 
by dwelling type by zone) as a soft constraint by using binomial logit probability. 
However, the supply upper bound has always been regarded as a hard restriction 
in planning departments. The other one is the structural weakness of CUBE Land’s 
cost function specification which may have been one of the major causes for large 
estimation and baseline output errors in many of our tests. Sensitivity analysis also 
shows that the model outputs are not robust to the parameter changes in cost 
function”. 

The procedure to meet constraints is discussed under calibration.  

In summary the estimating equations provide a system of behaviourally consistent models, but for 
applications the more closely the model reflects an internally consistent market of decision makers 
the more difficult it is for the reported results to calibrate baseline conditions and to meet imposed 
constraints. DPLH has, in our opinion, made appropriate choices to address this issue. However, 
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the resulting forecasting model will be insensitive to land-use policies or infrastructure provision, 
with the constraints (particularly in the supply model) driving the behaviour of the model.  

Status: Residential bid-rent model is well established. From here DPLH should revisit these model 
specifications to see where improvement can be made. PATREC believes that more could be done 
in terms of the classification of households in the bid model. 

Outstanding: DPLH to re-estimate the demand model using all households and test other 
potential predictors of bid: diversity of land-use mix and amenity, not only density, quality of the 
non-residential uses, primarily education, health, and recreation. Next stage will be to consider the 
commercial properties in a limited number of functions or categories. 

 

 
Figure 8: Estimating Model 
 
4.5.2 Model Calibration (Step 5) 

The calibration refers to the iterative process required to reach convergence between real estate 
distribution by typology, rents, and costs, at the aggregated level. The calibration process was 
assisted by seeing the starting values (i.e. household and dwelling numbers) with the 2011 Census 
information. This is introduced to the model as lower bound constraints. In addition, a demolition 
rate was used to adjust for zones when the stock was higher in 2011 than in the calibration year 
of 2016.  

“This approach substantially improves the consistency between the model 
output and benchmark. However, it requires the projection of demolishing 
rates by dwelling type and by zone in the forecasting years, which are 
difficult to obtain.” (Huang Ying, DPHL - written submission)  

Calibration introduces adjustments parameters into the bid-rent demand and cost supply functions 
and, currently, the cost function poses the highest challenges. During the iterative process, the 
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cost functions are increased when the distribution of households to dwellings in certain zones 
exceeds the supply; and vice versa, the cost functions are applied a sub-unitary adjustment 
coefficient to increase attractiveness of a location when the distribution shows no households 
choosing dwellings/developments in certain areas. The % applied for adjustment is reduced from 
iteration to iteration, expected to be less than 1% after 10 CUBE Land iterations. 

As part of the calibration process, DPLH has been working with the Bentley Systems technical 
support team to address one of the most disconcerting issues, the CUBE Land constraints. The 
software has considered constraints as soft conditions (‘cut-off’ functions), where penalties are 
applied to diminish the probability that the constraints are exceeded, but still permitted (given the 
non-zero probability). But this was not satisfactory and the first runs of the model setup and 
estimated by DPLH returned infeasible land-use allocation solutions: e.g., certain types of 
dwellings were recommended to be built in zones where they were restricted, or where there was 
no residential land available. Being unable to provide valid solutions when basic planning 
restrictions are applied was deemed as a major shortcoming, especially as this output needs to be 
communicated to and accepted by the planning agency and collaborators. 

In response to this aspect, Bentley Systems have implemented hard (exogenous) constraints in 
the Beta version and CUBE Land II, launched a few months ago. This example of teamwork, with 
user involvement/participation in the development of the software, confirms the benefits brought 
to any software platform, driving further creativity. But this capability also reflects the good 
communication, the collaboration capabilities, and efficient teamwork processes between DPLH 
and the technical support at Bentley Systems, which will enable the developments to be enjoyed 
by all users.  

The current hard constraints are of two types: Lower and Upper Bounds. The former is used to 
mandate a minimum amount of housing (demand-driven), whereas the latter complies with the 
land restrictions (supply). Testing is still underway, considering sequential adjustments to the cost 
functions, either measured in absolute values or relative/proportional to the ‘deviations’ from the 
bounds. For example, the current script of CUBE Land calculates the ratio of allocated 
properties/upper limit and limits this ratio to 1.1 (10% over the capacity). Yet, given the large 
variation in the spatial residential distribution, the maximum supply of properties of a certain 
category may vary between units to thousands. A 10% exceedance for a maximum supply of 10 
properties represents one unit, whereas for a supply of 6,000 would be 600. Absolute and relative 
measures could be instead used in the iterative process to eliminate the differences. 

Another point that was noticed when testing the model is that from iteration to iteration, reallocation 
of excess demand to zones where there is reserve of capacity is made by increasing the cost in 
those zones (making the location less desirable, without affecting the cost for neighbours or other 
zones). The PATREC team recommends that cost adjustments should be applied to all property-
zone combinations simultaneously, making the zones with extra supply more attractive to the 
households. Finally, the internal algorithm of CUBE Land considers the Lower Bounds separately 
from the new building/allocations (the range between Lower and Upper Bounds, difference 
representing new capacity available for each zone and type of property). A possible avenue of 
investigation is to consider Lower Bounds and Upper Bounds independently.  

4.5.3 Model Validation (Step 6) 

Verification and Validation (V&V) is critical to achieve model credibility and acceptance (Olaru et 
al., 2014), yet, no consensus nor quality assurance standards exist regarding just what validity is 
or how to address it, despite extant literature on the subject. Several researchers have highlighted 
the need to develop a suite of “best practices” to verify and validate simulation models (Louie & 
Carley, 2008; Olaru et al., 2014; Rand & Rust, 2011; Richiardi et al., 2006; Wang & Lehmann, 
2007; Windrum et al., 2007).  
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The general view is that certain degrees of validity can be achieved through a combination of 
instruments or methods and that statistical validation should not be viewed as proof of the 
“absolute” validity of a simulation model (Midgley et al., 2007). Procedures may include replication, 
back-casting or docking, but they mainly refer to data validation. Petty (2010) distinguished 
between conceptual model validity (comparing the simuland/target system/real-world system with 
the conceptual model) and operational validity (comparing results obtained during execution). 
Louie and Carley (2008) suggested determining data appropriateness, accuracy, and sufficiency 
(data validity). Other authors recommended assessing internal validation and parallel validation 
using multiple measures (Verkuilen, 2005); replicative, predictive, and structural validity (Troitzsch, 
2004); or more general comparisons of models with the simuland and other well-validated models 
(Marks, 2007). Richiardi et al. (2006) presented five types of validity: 1) theory validity (validity of 
theory relative to real-world system/target system or simuland); 2) model validity (model relative to 
theory); program validity (computational program relative to model); operational validity (theoretical 
concepts relative to their indicators); empirical validity (validity of the results against the observed 
phenomena), of which empirical validity is particularly relevant here. 

Validation of CUBE Land may be considered a type of ‘docking’, achieving alignment between 
models estimated outside CUBE Land (e.g., logistic models and regressions estimated in R) and 
the CUBE Land allocation and ‘recovery’ of the spatial patterns of the real estate market. As per 
the literature (Axtell et al., 1996, cited in Olaru et al., 2014), three performance criteria may be 
used: 

• Numerical identity: Results are numerically the same for the two models;  
• Distributional equivalence: Distributions of results are statistically indistinguishable, 

and;  
• Relational alignment: The same patterns of interactions exist in the models.  

 
Although many docking (and replication) experiences demonstrate either relational or distributional 
equivalence, very few reach numerical identity and successful validation requires considerable 
time and effort to undertake, sufficient descriptions of the models, and similar interpretations of the 
models’ theoretical underpinnings.  

In the case of CUBE Land at DPLH, it is too early to ascertain whether distributional equivalence 
and numerical identity were achieved using the 2016 Census data, given the on-going process for 
checking the model parameters and correction terms. 

4.6 MODEL APPLICATION 

4.6.1 Sensitivity Analysis (Step 7) 

Sensitivity analysis can be considered as part of the validation process. ‘What-if’ scenarios 
ascertained the effect of inputs on the model’s output. Up-to-date, changes in accessibility as a 
result of the METRONET planned improvements and major land developments such as the Airport-
Forrestfield were tested, with results which are defensible in qualitative terms. Future work may 
consider changing the distribution of non-residential mix and improvements in accessibility by 
reducing congestion (e.g., working-from-home related changes). 
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4.6.2 Model Application (Step 8) 

A number of challenges to practical application have been summarised by the DPLH team over 
the time of collaborative investigation and excerpts of the notes are included in this report. 

There exists a need for a wider and more robust accessibility measurement, bridging the effects 
between land use and thus activity locations, travel, and socio-economic attributes. Whereas the 
logsum measure accounts for changes in generalised transport costs, destination utility (and trip 
generation), therefore showing benefits from changes in the distribution of activities, either due to 
land-use or to transport projects; the amalgamation of purposes and modes alters the logsum into 
a measure of ‘pseudo-mobility’ (realised accessibility), rather than potential. 

Cross-sectional ‘static’ equilibrium means that the models lack path dependencies and processes 
that change endogenously (car ownership, job changes). 

 
5 Discussion, Conclusion and Recommendations 
The continuous exploration of the CUBE Land features has paved the way for a number of 
innovations and put the DPLH team in a leading position as an agency/organisation that can 
provide in the future well-documented solutions, supported by a robust modelling platform, to 
population and employment changes in a metropolitan area.  

The expertise accumulated over the past 2-3 years has already led to unique resolutions to ‘pain 
points’, such as the constraints, and generated novel features in CUBE Land, as shown by CUBE 
Land II recent release. While the original model setup has not been fit for the local context situation 
(e.g. reliance on rents, which are not reflective of the features of the WA residential real estate 
market), the mechanisms underlying the land-use market dynamics are sound and this is essential 
for any decision-support system. 

With this is mind, the PATREC team encourages the DPLH to continue the advancement of the 
CUBE Land model for Perth and Peel, acknowledging the progress made at a rapid pace and the 
potential for further innovations, stemmed from the group’s commitment and ability to generate 
and communicate new knowledge. As always, deadlines, asynchronous interactions with the 
developer, increasing costs and in-kind contributions, fear of scepticism or potential negative 
feedback from other stakeholders or cross-agencies, and finally the risk of unforeseen 
complications, may act as hurdles to embracing CUBE Land as a tool to assist planning for WA. 
Yet, behavioural models, explaining choices made by households and businesses, are 
undoubtedly superior to sketch models relying heavily on simplify assumptions and the models 
aiming only for predictive power.  Nevertheless, the model needs further calibration and validation. 
We thus support validation through a number of processes: sensitivity analysis and scenario 
development, testing various models with distinct inputs, and cross-validation with the outputs from 
the land use projection system developed parallelly within DPLH such as the Dwelling and 
Employment Distribution System (DaEDS).  

We present below a number of aspects deemed appropriate for consideration by the DPLH CUBE 
Land team and summarise our main recommendations in Table 2. These actions will significantly 
improve the performance of CUBE Land, which is expected to provide meaningful forecasts of 
residential and non-residential use for urban and transport planning in a much shorter timeframe 
than other jurisdictions. 

New functions for bid-rent and cost should be used, to explain as much as possible the 
implicit prices for the features of the real estate units and locality, and the decisions of agents 
bidding for them. Given the issues with rents and costs (baseline data) and the inadequacy of 
mortgage data, the DPLH team has recently started using land values, with superior results. 
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An example of the model estimated by the PATREC-DPLH team is provided in Appendix C. 
This model alone explains 20% more of the variance in the costs, compared to previous 
attempts. When we combine this with the observation that it is one of the few models showing 
associations between shadow costs and accessibility and socio-demographics in the expected 
direction, it becomes even more compelling to invest effort in behavioural models. By better 
explaining the location decisions embedded in the bid-rent and cost models, it is expected that 
the adjustment factors (especially for cost) required for baseline calibration may be reduced.  

Logsum accessibility is inadequate for the purpose of highlighting the attractiveness of a 
destination and ease to reach it, even if it is useful to enable the feedback from the transport 
model, estimated in CUBE Voyager. This is because city-wide access and local access for 
other trip purposes cannot be well combined in the current measure. Testing only accessibility 
for commuting was recommended, also door-to-door times by various modes, or opportunity 
measures. As indicated before, accessibility should be included by mode and purpose, and 
sensitivity analysis should include changes to the transport network and services. 

Clustering of agents (household categories and non-residential categories) should consider 
homogeneity of location behaviour and its determinants, rather than pre-set categories on 
indicators (income, size, industry), even if the latter may be simpler to apply. Related to this, 
the number of household categories could be expanded, but this may be posing challenges 
to the modellers when forecasting long-term changes in land-uses, because forecasts of 
household are usually based only on a small number of demographic groupings. 

Hard constraints should be further examined, with tight criteria for Lower Bounds and Upper 
Bounds, both expressed in absolute values and relative terms. The current approach to focus 
on exceedances and apply cost increases to make the real estate unit-zone less attractive, 
should be accompanied by making more attractive zones with reserves of capacity. For 
simplicity and in order to avoid oscillations (which would increase the iterations required for 
convergence), the adjustments should be gradual and appropriately recognise spatial effects 
(such as dependence on neighbouring zones). 

Outliers may have deleterious effects in the rent and cost models, as noted in the models 
estimated by the PATREC-DPLH team. The parameter estimates for various features have 
changed substantially after removing the outliers, therefore the output is very sensitive to 
these small number of influential points, which in many cases are not representative for the 
real estate market. 

DPLH needs to embark soon on the estimation of the bid-rent (demand) and cost (supply) 
models for non-residential properties (commercial, industrial, social use, etc.). Additional 
challenges are envisaged/anticipated, as the features of the commercial market properties are 
different. Businesses value agglomeration economies and accessibility not only to employees 
(labour force), but also to customers, suppliers and/or all agents included in the relevant supply 
chains. 

Client scepticism can be offset by providing essential detailed information on the data 
input quality expectations (rents vs land value vs transacted costs; quality features of the real 
estate units and of the zones; distinct accessibility measures; refined household composition 
and adequate split of the commercial properties), and by providing meaningful outputs, 
aspects which can be attained by sensitivity analysis. This will increase the confidence in the 
model capabilities and adjust expectations of the users ‘downstream’ of planning.  

Unsurprisingly, this was echoed by the international user survey results. The survey confirmed 
the high value of the conceptual and functional features of a software modelling platform, over 
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the implementation aspects, which are not seen as hurdles in adoption and application. Yet, 
various user groups (consultants vs researchers vs practitioners) share distinct views on the 
prevalent features they prefer. In relation to ways of improving client satisfaction and 
increasing uptake of software implementation, Avin and Cambridge Systematics (2016) 
suggested that modelling tools addressing exploratory scenarios, offering flexibility and 
encouraging combinations of various tools and providing good visualisations, are likely to be 
more successful. 

We see sensitivity analysis as a priority for the DPLH team, after cross-validating the 
residential model, testing other inputs, and setting up the commercial model, which would 
require testing spillover effects and including agglomeration economies. 

Table 2: Summary of recommendations to improve performance of CUBE Land in the Perth 
and Peel context 

Suggestion Details of Change 

Change predictors to Cost 
function 

Raw indicators instead of percentiles or ranking, including quality of 
establishments (e.g., size, quality/prestige), walk score, and 
diversity of land-uses (entropy) 

Replace Rent by a more fitting 
real estate valuation and 
change predictors of Rent 

The use of land value as opposed to rent is appropriate; yet, upon 
availability, transaction values would provide superior capture of 
the WTP for various housing-location-amenity bundle  
New/distinct accessibility metrics by mode and purpose, 
highlighting the local vs city-wide access 
Account for spatial effects 

Adopt a more refined 
household composition 

Income and size are simple to apply, but children, education, car 
access, consumption patterns should be investigated 

Reduce adjustment factors Improvements above will increase the explanatory power of the 
models, limiting the reliance of large adjustment factors  

Check outliers Analyse outliers and eliminate if appropriate 

New approach to hard 
constraints 

Cost adjustments, the most problematic, should be applied 
simultaneously for cases where supply is exceeded and where 
there are reserves of capacity  

Estimation of non-residential 
models 

Special use facilities (e.g., airport, major hospitals, museums) 
should be considered exogenously and not in the bid-rent model 
Office, manufacturing, retail, social uses, etc. should be modelled 
separately, accounting for their specific drivers of location, beyond 
floorspace, accessibility, congestion 
It is recommended to include spillover and agglomeration 
economies in the models 

Sensitivity analysis Check the boundaries of the models when changing parameters 
and assumptions 
Test multiple scenarios (e.g., transport improvements, job changes, 
modifications of the LU zoning and restrictions) for the calibrated 
year, before applying it to forecasted years 2026 to 2050. 

Cross-validation Continue with the current work in Dwelling and Employment 
Distribution System (DaEDS) and cross-validate the CUBE Land 
model. 

Additional connections Inputs into CUBE Land (Regional models) 

This project has provided an advanced and customised understanding of the econometric 
underpinnings of the CUBE Land model in the context of Perth and Peel, WA. Implementing the 
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recommended enhancements to the CUBE Land behaviour-based strategic land use model is 
expected to significantly improve the quality of the activity estimates produced by Cube Land as 
input to the transport models, strengthening the interaction between the land use and transport 
models. Overall, more accurate behavioural response estimation will be enabled resulting in an 
improved capacity to respond to complex policy questions and to offer efficient and sustainable 
urban planning and transport solutions for emergent socio-demographic changes. 
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Appendix A – Summary CUBE Land Applications and Developments 
Table A1 CUBE Land – Summary of application areas from literature review 

Application 
areas/purpose 

Time 
period/ 

publication  

Modules applied Key LU issues addressed  Sources Involvement/ 

Contacts 

Western Cape/Cape 
Town, South Africa 

Purpose: linkages 
between Cape Town 
and the surrounding 
towns, ability of the 
current transport 
infrastructure to 
accommodate 
economic growth, 
need for roads that 
can adequately 
handle goods 
movement 

2019-2023 CUBE Land, CUBE Voyager, 
CUBE Cargo, ESRI 

Stage: Busy with model 
refinement (PPT) 

4000-ish zones (PPT) 

Households into 5 major 

household types (80 
subtypes), which select 
housing from 8 housing types 

Connect market-drive formal real estate 
market with a supplementary model 
representing substantial informal 
development  

Implement T-LU feedback via accessibility 
using specific measures (p.13) 

No mention of results/validation 

 

Grey literature: 

PPT – Western Cape 
Land-use and Transport 
Integration model by 
Kromme Rhee and 
Nicholas Cilliers 

 

White Paper – New 
Travel Demand Model for 
Western Cape 2019 
Citilabs with ESRI and 
DTPW Western Cape 

Government mainly with some 
indication of involvement of 
academia 

Department of Transport and 
Public Works, Western Cape with 
indication of UCT involvement 

 

Nicholas Cilliers (HOD Transport 
and Public Works, Western Cape) 

Nicolas.Cilliers@westerncape.gov
.za 

Metropolitan Council 
of Twin Cities, 
Minneapolis and St 
Paul 

2010-2019 CUBE Land, CUBE Voyager 

 

1,201 Zones 

The 2014 modelling does not presently 
account for – but could be modified to 
represent – new policy factors. 
Hypothetically, these policies could 
include development responding to 
quotas or subsidies for affordable housing 
development, added development costs in 
subregional areas with water supply 
limitations, or maximum capacity 
restrictions (p.6) 

Phase II completed and model used to 
draft long-term forecasts 

Grey literature: 

https://metrocouncil.org/d
ata-and-
Maps/Publications-And-
Resources/Files-and-
reports/Forecast-
Methodology-Report-
(October-2019).aspx 

Government mainly 

 

Jonathan Ehrlich 

Manager of Travel Modeling and 
Research, Metropolitan 
Transportation Services 

43onathan.ehrlich@metc.state.m
n.us 

mailto:Nicolas.Cilliers@westerncape.gov.za
mailto:Nicolas.Cilliers@westerncape.gov.za
https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps/Publications-And-Resources/Files-and-reports/Forecast-Methodology-Report-(October-2019).aspx
https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps/Publications-And-Resources/Files-and-reports/Forecast-Methodology-Report-(October-2019).aspx
https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps/Publications-And-Resources/Files-and-reports/Forecast-Methodology-Report-(October-2019).aspx
https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps/Publications-And-Resources/Files-and-reports/Forecast-Methodology-Report-(October-2019).aspx
https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps/Publications-And-Resources/Files-and-reports/Forecast-Methodology-Report-(October-2019).aspx
https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps/Publications-And-Resources/Files-and-reports/Forecast-Methodology-Report-(October-2019).aspx
https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps/Publications-And-Resources/Files-and-reports/Forecast-Methodology-Report-(October-2019).aspx
mailto:#onathan.ehrlich@metc.state.mn.us
mailto:#onathan.ehrlich@metc.state.mn.us
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Application 
areas/purpose 

Time 
period/ 

publication  

Modules applied Key LU issues addressed  Sources Involvement/ 

Contacts 

Bakersfield, 
California 

2018 CUBE Land, CUBE voyager Pilot study, attempted to replace the rule-
based land-use model uPlan. 

Scripts for connection with CUBE Voyager 

 Kern COG, Fehr & Peers 
consulting with the metropolitan 
organisation 

Boston metro area  

 

Purpose: impacts of 
sea level rise on 
transport system–- 
Household and Firm 
Location Change due 
to inundation–- 
demonstrate the 
speculative use of an 
LUT model to 
forecast the short 
and longer-term 
impacts of potential 
4-foot SLR in Greater 
Boston. 

2016 CUBE Voyager, CUBE Land 

 

12 types of households 
(defined by age, income, 
size), to 12 kinds of real 
estate units (e.g., single 
family, large apartment) in 
each traffic analysis zone 
(TAZ) 

 

986 TAZs in the transport 
model and 2,727 TAZs in the 
land model. 

Numerous technical challenges, including: 
Data acquisition and model development 
for the land-use model 

Ongoing challenges in integrating the LUT 
models 

Model run times (and debugging) for both 
models, and calibration and validation 
over-time (for model back-casting and 
forecasting). 

Technical/journal/thesis 

Project report: Scenario 
Discovery for Resilient 
Urban Systems (or, The 
Future is “Big Data”) 2017 
Zegras C & Pereira F 

Han et al. (2017) 
http://dx.doi.org/10.3141/2
653-07 

Posada (2015) 
http://dspace.mit.edu/han
dle/1721.1/99091  

Academic 

New England University 
Transportation Center, MIT 

Chris Zegras czegras@mit.edu 

Francisco Pereira camara@dtu.dk  

General project overview website: 
http://mfc.mit.edu/strategically-
adaptive-sustainablemobility-
systems 

The Model system, including 
specification, estimation, 
validation, and forecasting is 

described at: 
http://web.mit.edu/czegras/www/st
rategic_model.html  

Montgomery 
(Alabama) Area 
300,000 population 
(2000) to 410,000 
(2030) 

Metropolitan 
Planning 
Organization; first 
time CUBE Land 
employed in the USA 

2009-2012 CUBE Land–- as the land-
use sub-model component of 
an integrated LUT forecasting 
model 

Household segmentation by 
income and size (eight single 
vs multi-family categories) 

Businesses were segmented 
as: retail (local and regional) 

Demonstrates that in the US, locally 
developed datasets combined with 
national data sources and ‘off-the-shelf’, 
relatively low-cost but high-quality, 
purchasable datasets, can be obtained in 
a relatively short amount of time and are 
sufficient to estimate and calibrate an 
simplified integrated LUT forecasting 
model. 

Journal paper 

Clay et al. (2012)  

Government/academia: Alabama 
Department of Transportation 
(ALDOT) in cooperation with the 
Montgomery Area Metropolitan 
Planning Organization and 
Auburn University 

Michael J. Clay, Department of 
Geography, 690 SWKT, Brigham 
Young University, Provo, UT 

http://dx.doi.org/10.3141/2653-07
http://dx.doi.org/10.3141/2653-07
http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/99091
http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/99091
mailto:czegras@mit.edu
mailto:camara@dtu.dk
http://mfc.mit.edu/strategically-adaptive-sustainablemobility-systems
http://mfc.mit.edu/strategically-adaptive-sustainablemobility-systems
http://mfc.mit.edu/strategically-adaptive-sustainablemobility-systems
http://web.mit.edu/czegras/www/Strategic_model.html
http://web.mit.edu/czegras/www/Strategic_model.html
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Application 
areas/purpose 

Time 
period/ 

publication  

Modules applied Key LU issues addressed  Sources Involvement/ 

Contacts 

(after Santiago, 
Chile) 

Paper purpose: data 
inputs for estimation 
and calibration  

and non-retail (industrial, 
service, mixed-use and 
undevelopable) 

Data issues: 

Household Location Data 

Tax-appraiser values were unreliable  

multitenant properties- no nexus to how 
much a household pays to reside at a 
particular location; 

purchased a commercially available 
dataset that would describe households 
by address; 

Factors with significant impact on LU: 

- Construction economy; 

- Development and chronology of 
‘dependent’ LU; 

- Planning and zoning- the economic 
impact of regulatory constraints can drive 
LU often in an unintuitive manner. The 
CUBE Land model includes these factors 
as inputs; the appropriateness of how 
those relationships are represented and 
carried out in scenario testing will be the 
subject of future research with this model; 

- Availability of utilities; 

- Municipal (or other) dis-/incentives that 
impact development: many public entities 
develop long-range plans that include 
incentives to motivate development 
inward or outward. These policy choices 
and incentives should be represented and 

84602, USA. Email: 
clay@byu.edu  

mailto:clay@byu.edu
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Application 
areas/purpose 

Time 
period/ 

publication  

Modules applied Key LU issues addressed  Sources Involvement/ 

Contacts 

the model should be appropriately 
sensitive to these factors. 

Greater Florence 

Purpose: presents 
the first results of the 
LUTI model built to 
analyse territorial 
impact of future 
project in the area 
around Florence - to 
evaluate different 
evolution scenario 
joining 
complementary 
infrastructure and 
territorial 

evolution measures 

 

2019 CUBE Land, used with CUBE 
Voyager 

Residential distribution results - given the 
increase of real estate values of the 
centre, a phenomenon of migration 
towards external areas was highlighted;  

areas at lower costs (closer due to the 
tramway), became of interest for low-
income households against an increase of 
population in the centre for high-income 
households.  

Petri et al. (2019) Government/academia: University 
of Pisa; 

Regional Institute for Economic 
Planning of Tuscany 

Massimiliano Petri, Antonio 
Pratelli, Department of Civil and 
Industrial Engineering, University 
of Pisa, Pisa, Italy 
m.petri,a.pratelli@ing.unipi.it  

Guglielmo Barè–- Citilabs, Lodz, 
Poland gbare@citilabs.com  

Leonardo Piccini–- IRPET-
Regional Institute for Economic 
Planning of Tuscany, Florence, 
Italy 

leonardo.piccini@irpet.it  

Phitsanulok, 
Thailand 

170,000 population 

Purpose: Case study 
area to test new 
Activity-Based 
Transport Model for 
the Kingdom as a 
tool to make the 
decision for both 

2009 CUBE Land integrated with 
an activity-based transport 
model 

Not much info provided 

Some reference to validation 

Siripote et al. (2009) Consultant for government: Office 
of Transport and Traffic Policy 
and Planning (OTP), Thailand. 

Parinya Tanadtang, 
iampu123@yahoo.com 

Consultants 

mailto:gbare@citilabs.com
mailto:leonardo.piccini@irpet.it
mailto:iampu123@yahoo.com
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Application 
areas/purpose 

Time 
period/ 

publication  

Modules applied Key LU issues addressed  Sources Involvement/ 

Contacts 

land-use and 
transport planning 
and policy 

Milan 2019 Opening of a new 
underground line 

Land-use trial model for the Milan 
metropolitan area to study the impact of 
major public transport projects and land-
use policies 

 

 Undertaken in collaboration with 
Milan University 

https://communities.bentley.com/p
roducts/mobility-simulation-
analytics/w/CUBE-streetlytics-
legion-wiki/51186/an-overview-of-
CUBE-land 

Los Angeles  CUBE Land and Voyager 

531 land-use zones (16.5 
million people) 

Large-scale regional model with for the 
Los Angeles Region, continuing uses for 
strategic planning and housing policy 
analysis purposes 

 

Citilabs ppt – GIS 
Innovation Forum 2014 
Makkah 6 February (p.10) 
https://www.psd.gov.jo/im
ages/jti/docs/111m.pdf 

 

Seoul 2019? CUBE Land Large-scale model for entire Seoul 
metropolis using CUBE Land auto-
calibration tools 

 

Citilabs ppt – GIS 
Innovation Forum 2014 
Makkah 6 February (p.11) 
https://www.psd.gov.jo/im
ages/jti/docs/111m.pdf 

 

 

Major engineering firm users: AECOM, PB, CS, RSG, Jacobs, Wilbur Smith, URS, Atkins, Parsons (CUBE – not necessarily Land) 

 

https://www.psd.gov.jo/images/jti/docs/111m.pdf
https://www.psd.gov.jo/images/jti/docs/111m.pdf
https://www.psd.gov.jo/images/jti/docs/111m.pdf
https://www.psd.gov.jo/images/jti/docs/111m.pdf


 

Table 2.1 Theoretical advances in microsimulation – residential location 
Article Authors Comments 

The MUSSA II Land 
Use Auction 
Equilibrium Model 

Martínez & 
Donoso 
(2010) 

- This is the version of MUSSA that was converted into CUBE Land 
(‘baseline);  

- Full description provided in book chapter. 

Microeconomic 
model of residential 
location incorporating 
life cycle and social 
expectations 

Similar to MUSSA 
(CUBE Land) the 
model assumes each 
property assigned to 
the agent with the 
highest bid 

Distinctive feature(s): 
future expectation 
and imitation, as well 
as their impact on the 
dynamics of 
residential 
segregation. 

López-Ospina 
et al. (2016) 

- It includes dynamics of residential location decisions based on the 
microeconomic theory of urban land-use; 

- agent’' behaviour includes expectations of their future, based on the life 
cycle or social influence processes; 

- anticipated or solved using a hypothesis of imitation of the behaviour of 
other households currently living in those situations; 

- relocation decisions are modelled incorporating expected utilities by 
means of transition probabilities among households; 

- imitation multi-objective bid function postulated for each alternative 
location depending on the expected income per unit of time, current 
household value of amenities and EV obtained by the imitated agent in 
this location; 

- multinomial logit (MNL) model used to calculate location equilibrium, 
where WTP is determined by dwelling characteristics and spatial 
socioeconomic segregation (location externalities); 

- numerical examples and simulations presented using linear bid 
functions. 

A quasi-equilibrium 
approach for market 
clearing in land-use 
microsimulations 

Similar to MUSSA 
(CUBE Land) the 
model assumes each 
property assigned to 
the agent with the 
highest bid 

Hurtubia et al. 
(2019) 

- It presents a method based on the Bid-auction theory and random utility 
theory (RUT), assumes agents individually adjust their perceived 
expected utility by observing market prices before entering auctions for 
a real estate good; hence, agents are modifying their overall WTP for 
locations; 

- adjustment translates into a correction of each agent’s bid level that 
follows the direction of supply-demand equilibrium, as they attempt to 
ensure their location; 

- In each period, auctions for each available real estate good are 
simulated and prices are computed as the expected maximum bid of all 
agents in the market;  

- method for market clearing in land-use models with a microsimulation 
approach for location;  

- proposed method tested for the city of Brussels, validated against real 
data and compared with results obtained when the bid adjustment is not 
included; simulation results reproduce price trends observed in reality 
between the year 2001 and 2008, outperforming results obtained 
without a quasi-equilibrium bid adjustment approach;  

- The proposed method is feasible to be implemented in large scale 
microsimulations and agent-based models because it does not require 
solving large fixed-point equilibrium problems. 

Cities’ power laws: 
the stochastic scaling 
factor 

 

Martínez 
(2016) 

- The power-law is a fundamental scaling relationship in the dynamics of 
organisms and ecological systems; 

- cities exhibit this law with increasing returns to scale recent empirical 
finding;  

- A microeconomic model of urban systems is formulated that supports 
this evidence; the stochastic model assumed is based on extreme value 
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theory and RUM choice to describe all urban agents’ rational stochastic 
behaviour and on Alonso’s urban economic principles; 

- The observed ‘super-linear’ increase in rents and wealth emerges (>1), 
in addition to the classical scale economies, from individuals’ and firms’ 
behaviour due to population diversity and size; 

- dynamic model of cities’ growth follows, allowing us to predict the 
expected evolution of urban organisations. 

Comparison to other 
models 

Moeckel & 
Brinckerhoff 
(2011) 

In SILO, housing preferences are not estimated econometrically, but rather 
assumed heuristically. Employment is represented in a simplified form by 
simulating jobs instead of firms. 

Demographic changes, as well as firmographic, are simulated by Markov 
models. 

Note 1: EV = Expected value; WTP = Willingness-to-pay. 
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Appendix B – Difference in Accessibility Measures 
Logsum vs Time accessibility 

 

 
Figure  B1 Map of Logsum Accessibility 2016 
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Figure B2 Map of Time Accessibility by Public Transport 2016 
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Figure B3 Map of Logsum Accessibility 2021 
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Figure B4 Map of Time Accessibility by Public Transport 2021 
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Appendix C – Cost and Rent Functions 
Table C1: Results Regression Cost Function Based on Land Value 

Model R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

Change Statistics 

Durbin-
Watson 

R Square 
Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change 

1 .740 .735 321.702 .740 147.947 14 727 .000 .543 

Predictors: (Constant), ACCESSIBILITY, BED, IND_SHR, DW_2, Distance_beach, COM_SHR, AVE_INCOME, DW_1,  
LR_UNIT, SCHOOL_RAN, FLOOR, RES_SHR, LAND, SEIFA 
 

ANOVA 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 214359327.283 14 15311380.520 147.947 .000b 

Residual 75238833.318 727 103492.205   

Total 289598160.601 741    

 
Coefficients 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 3600.383 550.920  6.535 .000   

DW_1 74.871 44.817 .051 1.671 .095 .385 2.595 

DW_2 16.153 41.901 .012 .385 .700 .347 2.880 

BED -19.380 36.771 -.016 -.527 .598 .413 2.423 

FLOOR -.268 .087 -.109 -3.065 .002 .283 3.540 

LAND 1.079 .633 .083 1.706 .088 .152 6.570 

LR_UNIT 182112.121 461518.126 .011 .395 .693 .484 2.066 

RES_SHR -260.853 154.633 -.065 -1.687 .092 .239 4.184 

COM_SHR 94.317 198.830 .016 .474 .635 .319 3.132 

IND_SHR -256.585 192.386 -.038 -1.334 .183 .450 2.222 

SEIFA -4.211 .706 -.479 -5.962 .000 .055 18.032 

SCHOOL_RAN 4.172 .737 .201 5.661 .000 .284 3.524 

Distance_beach -12.713 1.624 -.195 -7.826 .000 .573 1.744 

AVE_INCOME 1.247 .105 .813 11.885 .000 .076 13.096 

ACCESSIBILITY 717.997 48.944 .396 14.670 .000 .489 2.043 
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Table C2: Results Regression Cost Function Based on Land Value (After Removing Multicollinearity) 

Model 
R 
Square 

Adjuste
d R 
Square 

Std. Error 
of the 
Estimate 

Change Statistics 

Durbin-
Watson 

R Square 
Change 

F 
Chang
e df1 df2 

Sig. F 
Change 

1 .727 .723 329.246 .727 149.49
9 

13 728 .000 .517 

 

ANOVA 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 210680620.213 13 16206201.555 149.499 .000b 

Residual 78917540.388 728 108403.215   

Total 289598160.601 741    

 

Coefficients 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 540.149 204.814  2.637 .009   

DW_1 71.835 45.866 .049 1.566 .118 .385 2.595 

DW_2 10.196 42.872 .008 .238 .812 .347 2.879 

BED -11.172 37.607 -.009 -.297 .766 .413 2.420 

FLOOR -.282 .089 -.115 -3.154 .002 .283 3.537 

LAND .789 .645 .060 1.222 .222 .153 6.531 

LR_UNIT 649049.984 465490.630 .038 1.394 .164 .498 2.006 

RES_SHR -318.107 157.954 -.080 -2.014 .044 .240 4.168 

COM_SHR 114.668 203.463 .019 .564 .573 .319 3.131 

IND_SHR -252.514 196.897 -.037 -1.282 .200 .450 2.221 

SCHOOL_RAN 1.863 .642 .090 2.903 .004 .392 2.551 

Distance_beach -12.296 1.661 -.189 -7.403 .000 .574 1.741 

AVE_INCOME .680 .045 .443 14.977 .000 .427 2.343 

ACCESSIBILITY 655.979 48.947 .362 13.402 .000 .513 1.951 
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